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Selected As A

Best An

Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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with:
Local News
and
Local Pictures
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'Circulation In
The City
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The County
IN OUR 78th YEAR
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.
Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, May 16, 1957

Visitors Here On
Seven Named
Niurray
"Fishing" Vacation
To Attend
Thinelads
NEI Up A Win
The vice president of, Berea
college and two ants of the
Standard 01-1 Comany -arrived
in Murray yesterday for a fishing vacation as guest of C. T.
Reesor.
Visiting Murray in their first
trip to Western Kentucky are:
L. D. Bibbee, vice president of
Berea college, R. L. Powell.
agent for the Standard Oil Co.
in Berea, and Wilbur Gaines,
Standard agent at Lancaster, Ky.
Reesor is an employee
Mr
for Standard Oil here and has
resided in the city since January.

Seven county junior 4-H memMairray State's thinclads highbers have been delegated to
lighted a losing season with a
77i
2 romp over rival
/
attend the 34th annual 4-H week
to 441
at the University of Kentucky
Western Kentucky at Bowling
June 4 - 8, announced John
Green Tuesday and the .net men
Vaughn, assistant county agent.
laced Southern Illinois 7-2 to
McCage,
are; Ronald
avenge an earlier setback.
'They
The Bred runners were paced
Jimmy *Dunn, Larry Dunn,
by John Gage with 13 points as
Howard Steely. Charles Eldridge,
he cupped the hurdles. John
Larry Rhoades and Robert Young
Brooks came back to win the
Jr.
pole vault, easing over with a
M.cCage, Jimmy and Larry
125.1 leap. Don Dingwerth finDunn competed in the district
ished ahead in the mile run,
meet are permitted to attend
beating out team mate Al Raventhe Lexington rally through their
scrofl,
achievements in t h e district.
The tennis thumpers grabbed
speech
Wednesday's complete record fol- Eldridge was the district
5 singles and two doubles. The
champion but is too young to
lows:
Illinois double duo of Jarrett
enter at Kentucky.
40
Census
and Underwood decisioned MurRhoades and Young took dis65
Adult Beds
ray's stars John Powless and
trict honors in team demonstra25
Emergency Beds
John King but Larry Henson
tions on their title - "Livestock
1
Patients Admitted
teamed with Maddox to pounce
Conservation."
0
Dismissed
Patients
Rosenthal and Walker in the
"All boys were selected on
1
New Citizens
the basis of outstanding 4-14
Monday
from
admitted
Patients
The thinclads and net players
activity this year." said Vaughn
each have one regular season 9:30 a.m. to Wednesday 9:00 a.m.
baby
and
Davis
Edward
Mrs.
meet remaining. The former inSELASSiE'S SON KILLED
vades Austin-Peay May 22 and boy, Rt 1, Benton; Mr. Jesse C.
the tennis band goes to Western. Culver, Rt. I, Dexter; Mrs. Pearl
Woodall, Rt. 4, Murray; Master
ADDIS ABABA. Eethiopia
Sammy Atkins, Rt. 1, Murray;
Mr. Lucion Ridings, Rt, 1, Lynn -The Didgte of Harrar, 33-year
Grove; Mr. Richard Denton, 510 old son of-Emperor Haile Selassie,
No. 7th St., Murray; Mrs. John died here Sunday night from
Howard Downs and baby boy, injuries suffered in an automoBox 35, Calvert City; Mrs. Carl- bile accident Sunday, it was
ton Buchanan and baby girl, 306 announced today.
Harrar was the second of Haile
On Sunday afternoon May 19, No. 8th St., Murray; Mrs: Troy
at 300 in the air conditioned Vance, Rt. 6, Murray; Mrs. Jerry Selassie's three sons.
Recital Hall in the Fine Arts Henderickson and baby boy, Rt.
Building on Murray State Col- 6, Benton; Mrs. R. N. Brainy
lege Campus. J. S. /3ach's Can- and baby boy, 505 Pine St., Murtata Ne. 4 "Christ Lay in Death's ray.
Dark Pylon" and portions of
the "Mass in B Minor" will be
sung by the A Cappella Choir
tut the College. Chorus, accompanied by the college Orchestra
Mlo• Doris Owens
under the direction of Prof.
By JAMES R. RENNEISEN
Robert Baer.
BATTLE CREEK - (IP"
Mrs United Stress Staff Correspondent
Soloists for the performance Blanche Glass, 72 wants suburFRANKFORT RP, - Doris
will be Barbara Pike, Florence, ban Emmet Township to please Owens, a mild, soft - spoken,
Alabama; Charlotte Reagan, Dres- repair those bumps in Electric grey-haired woman, is a political
den, Tenn.; Hilda Jordan, Pa- Avenue so it will be easier to bi- thorn in the flesh of Gov. A. B.
ducah, Ky.; Shirley Wiman, May- cycle to the grocery store.
Chandler, which he intends to
field, Ky.; Sammie Orr, Rock
"The three hills between my pluck out
Hill, S. Carolina, Joe Prince, house and the store make riding
Miss Owens is clerk of the
Crossville, Illinois; and Vernon hard enough without all these Court of Appeals by appointment
Sginall, St. Louis, Mo.
potholes," Mrs. Glass complained. of tile court following the death
The public is cordially invited "It takes my breath away when of tharles K. O'Connell last
to attend. '
one of my nieces or nephews is January.
i.o a candidate for
riding
the back fender.
She

Cyclist Complains
About The Streets

Austin And Carter
Schools To Present
Annual Festival
The Austin and Carter Grade
Schools will present their anCtl spring festival Thursday and
Friday nights. May 16th and
17th in the Murray High auditorium
The festival, under the-direction of Mrs Charles Tolley, will
feature grades 1, 3 and 5 Thursday night with grades 2. 4 and
6 performing on Friday night.
The junior band under the direction of Irving Gilson will be
f%atured at the opening of the
pfogram.
Admission will be 25 cents
for adults and 10 cents for children.

F.-Weather

Seek To Extradite Nashville Men
To-Kentucky, Asfilj Enters Cale

Tr.i.ing &tool
has scheduled an outdoor Pop
Concert--Ice Cream Supper for
Tuesday evening, 7 p.m., Ma? 21.
This event will be staged in the
East Driveway of the Murray
Training School.
A variety of flavors in ice
cream, home-made cakes a n d
cold drinki will be served to
audience throughout the
the
evening. An advance ticket sale
is in progress. Patrons may purchase their tickets from students
of the Murray Training School.
Each ticket represents a serving
of cream, or a serving of cake,
or a soft drink.
Music for the concert will be
presented by fourteen different
musical organizations within the
Murray Training School. Also to
be featured at the Pop ConcertIce Cream Supper is the crowning of Miss M.T.S. (Olivia Barnett), following a parade of all
Miss M.T.S candidates and their
escorts.
In the etrefit of rein the4music,a1 program will bit. held in the
Murray Training School third
floor assembly room and the
refreshments will be served in
the lunch room. The public is
cordially invited.

—t

U. S. BOYS JOIN CUBAN REBELS

•••

Bondsmen May Have Violated
, Law In Returning Cole

bondsmen,
Gov. A. B. Chandler -was asked dey, 3A4 professional
:lusted $500 bail as
today to sign eatradition pro- who had
would appear
ceedings which would bring two surety that Cole
Tennessee bondsmen to Kentucky for trial.
The FBI was asked to investito face charges - Of assaulting a
gate the matter yesterday by
Murray brickmason.
Attorney William B. Jones, an assistant
County
Calloway
in LouisRobert Miller said warrants had federal district attorney
federal kidbeen issued against Joe Williams ville. He said the
have been
and R. B. Waddey, both of Nash- naping statute may
penalty, he
ville, Tenni, and Chandler was violated. The death
who
asked for their extradition in said, can be given to anyone
takes him
connection with the case of Noel 'kidnaps a person and
person
Cole, 37, who was whisked to across a state line "if the
liberated
Tennessee to stand trial on a kidnaped has not been
drunken driving charge Tuesday. unharmed."
The FBI spokesman declined
Cole was taken to Nashville
press
by the two bondsmen and claim- to comment further at the
ed he was "pistol-whipped" when ent other than that the case was
they dragged him from his home under study.
Other developments:
at Murray after he balked at
Warrants asking that •Williams
—
leaving with them.
Williams and Waddey admitted and Waddey be extradited to
THREE AMERICAN YOUTHS, who ran away from home to join the
taking the brickmason to the Kentucky to face state charges
Cuban guerilla bands of revolutionary Fidel Castro, are shown as
Tennessee capital but denied, of transporting Cole beyond the
bounds of Kentucky against his
they were interviewed in the Cuban hills by Robert Taber, CBS
striking him.
Forty years ago (1917), the
radio broadcaster. All sons of U. S. Navy men stationed at GuanCole ,was to appear in court will were forwarded to the office
destroyers Coningham, Davis, Mctanamo Naval Base, they are (I. to r.): Michael L. Garvey,15, Brookat Nashville today to stand trial of Kentucky Gov. A. B. (Happy)
Dougal, Porter, Wadsworth and
lyn, N. Y.; Charles L. Ryan Jr. 20, Springfield, Mass.; and Victor J.
after he reportedly "jumped" Chandler in Frankfort. Chandler
Wain-Wright, TWIT ITT-ST- duos to
Euehlman, 17, Norfolk, Va. Ryan said he had decided to keep on
,$500
appearance bond from a is expected to sign the warrants
commence combat operations in
(International)
fighting, but the others decided to go back home.
today 'and send them to Gov.
trial on March 26.
Europe, reached Queenstown, IreFederal authorities also were Frank Clement.
land.
Davidson County Sheriff Tom
investigating the case to determine whether the federal kid- B. Cartwright announced he had
naping statute may have been revoked a deputy's commission
violated.. At Louisville, Asst. held by Waddey. He said WadDiet. tty William B. Jones re- dey was to no way representing
quested the FBI to launleh an his off16* In rt Incident.
Cole recounted from his David.
iallesUgation.
son comity jail cell for newsmen
Under Kentucl_ry
explained, there_can 'lie no charge yet-Ter-day'the- -everity -leading hp
the Democratic nomination for is entitled to fill the vacancy
of kidnaping unless ransom is to his return here, claiming 'he
court
the
office
clerk's
the
in
election
that post in the primary
was struck on the head with a
asked.
or the governor.
on May 28.
Wayne Whitt, reporter for the pistol by Waddey and was "daztoday
reminded
were
Owens
Miss
rs
named
Farm,
court
The
opChandler has entered an
ed" when placed in the car.
corn acre- Nashville Tennessean at • Nashposing candidate, June L. Suter. to that office, and then withstood that the determining
Tuesday night Williams said
ville, wrote a story in this mornthe
underscore
measurements
have
to
efforts
Chandler's
of
all
age
of
Warsaw. and the resources
ing's Tennessean in which a Cole was forced into the bondswith
compliance
careful
riojaced.
or
for
removed
her
need
the regular Democratic Party
lengthy interview was held with men's automobile, but denied
She is running a stay-at-home corn allotments and provisions
organization, which Chandler
that the man was struck.
Cole in his jail cell.
ReAcreage
Bank's
nomination
Soil
the
the
for
dimpaign
of
controls, will be put to work
(Continued on Back Page)
A part of Whitt's story follows:
program.
Clerk's
deputy'
old
krve
her
trim
for Suter's election.
A FBI spokesman in Louisthe
of
Chairman
conCarter,
She
capitol.
•Eulis
the
The governor burns with the office at
explained that corn ville, Ky., said the bureau had
desire to beat Miss Owens be- tinues "Iip decline to occupy the county ASC,
farm are caTculat- entered the Case to determine
a
for
the
of
office
acreages
cause she represents the Court elegant prit.ate
ed in tenths of an acre, and the whether or not federal law was
of Appeals' victory over 'him
measurement of designated acre- violated in the return here Tues(Continued on Page Five)
)!, the recent dispute about wh•i
ages under the corn Acreage day of Noel Cole, 37. a Murray
,
-"mow
Reserve program will be on brick mason.
Cole was arrested in Davidson
the same basis. '
Mrs. Olive Nesbitt, age 89,
"If a farmer with an allotment County in January on a drunk
of 41 acres signed an agreement driving charge and failed to ap- died Wednesday at 1:00 pm. at
designating 10 acres for t h e pear for trial in criminal court her home in Hazel. Her death
was attributed to a stroke folAcreage Reserve, he would have here in March.
lowing an illness of four years.
a -maximum of 31 acres of corn Posted Bail as Surety
He was brought here by Joe
She is survived by one daughpermitted for harvest," Carter
Wilhams. 67, and Robert B. Wad- ter, Mrs. Avis Smith of Hazel;
said •
three sons. Tom Nesbitt of Hazel
Route three, Ed Nrsbitt of Murray Route one and Cullie Nesbitt, Hazel Route one; five brothers, Jim Steele. Hazel Route two,
Almer and Finis Steele both of
Hazel Route two, Zimmer Steele
of Whitlock and Collie Steele of
•
New Mexico; one sister, Mrs.
Four members of the Murray Boyd, retiring president of the Tom Strader of Hazel; 11 grandTraining high school chapter of Paducah District Association of children and 11 great-grandchilthe Future Homemakers Of Amer- F.H.A.; Lovell Parker, winner dren.
Funeral services were held toica will attend the twelfth-an of the State Homemaker degree
nual State meeting in Murray and Gela Wilson, bistrict Recrea- day at the South Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church at 2:30 p.m.
on June 4 - 6. The three-day tion Leader.
They will be accompanied by with Bros. Paul T. Lyles, Louis
meeting will be held on the
(Continued on Page Five)
Joiner. Carl Dickerson and W.
campus of Murray State College.
L. Hill officiating. Burial was
The Chapters from the Paducah
in the church cemetery.
and Madisonville districts are
The Miller. Funeral Home of
Kerving as hostesses to the 650
Hazel was in charge of the ar-embers and advisers who plan
rangements.
o, attend the meeting.
Attending the convention as
An examination ,for Rural
representatives of the Murray Carrier for the post office at
Training Chapter are: Frances Murray, Ky., will be open for
Perry, State Secretary; Wilma acceptance of applications until
June 11, 1957, the Commission
announced today.
Applicants for this examination must actually reSide within
the delivery of the abovemenMr Roy Craig, age 63, passed
lioned post office and must have
away this morning at 900 at his
Several uninvited guests have so resided for one year next
home on Hazel Route two. His
rmived in with Mr. and Mrs. preceding the closing date for
sudden death was attributed to
Carmon Parks, on the Hazel acceptance of applications. They
heart attack. Mr. Craig. a well
highway. A swarm of bees have must have reached their 18th a
known resident of the Mason
set up housekeeping in the wall birthday on the closing date.
limit. Chapel Community, had been n
of their attractive brick home, There is no maximum age
TEMPLE HILL SCHOOL, 1908
poor health for eome time.
have settled down to what is However, persons who have pasand
He is survived by his wife,
sed the age of 70 may be conBack row, left to right, Freeman Harris, Teresa Woodall, Ploma Harris, Jessie Mahan, Irene Taylor, Bertie apparently a long stay.
Roy Craig, one son, Heaton
•
Futrell, Ola Duncan, Onie Jones, Chatman Fulcher.
The bees moved in about three sidered only for temporary re- Mrs.
Craig, one sister, Mrs. Gertie
e
n
o
of
behind
newable
appointments
located
are
Jackand
Clifton
ago
Griffin,
Johnie
days
Jim
Jones,
Mahan,
Ezie
Second row, left to right,- Mattie Griffin, Earl Woodall,
Holt of Paducah and two broththe cabinets in her kitchen. Car- year.
son, Lentis Bucy, Nalon Mahan, Euel Jones, G,obel Griffin.
Complete information about the ers. Hoyt and Hertle Craig, both
around the bee.:
move
can
mon
Third Row, left to right, Lottie Nanney, Myrtie Hooper, Goldie Taylor, Renie Griffin, Josie Duncan, Orvil with apparent safety, but not so examinatior requirements a n d of Hazel Route two.
Funeral services will be held
instructions for filing applicaFulcher, Teacher Brow Geurin, Milton Hill, Lela Woottall, Homer Geurin, Beula Rogers, Gaylon Jones, Toy Mrs. Parks.
Harris.
Anyone desiring an excellent tions may be obtained at the Friday at 2:00 p.m at the Mason
iree of post office for which this exami- Chapel Methodist Church. Bro.
_Fourth row, left to Tight, Marie Hill, Era Bailey, Ethel Jones, Helan Jackson, Jewel Jackson, Forence Tones, hive can have them
if they can entice them nation is being announced. Ap- Herbert Lax will conduct the
Ruby Rogers, Freddie Bazie,11, Gracke Rogers, Kenton Woodall, Freeman Bailey, ,Rutp Wooda41. Hosie Burk, Ru- charge
Burial will be in the
e. out of the wall of the Park's plication forms must be filed service,
pert Geurin.
with the U.S. Civil Service Com- Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
home.
Nanney,
The Miller Funeral Home of
Fifth row, left to right, Howahl Harris, Malen Groffin, Trebel Hill, Etrie James. Lily Jones, Kathy
Any suggestions as to how to mission, Washington 25, D.C. and
evict them will also be appreciat- must be received or postmarked Hazel is in charge of * the arGracie Nanney, Mary Bailey, Coy Fulcher, Boyd Bizzell, Raymon Griffin, Martin Bailey, Tonsie Jones,
not later than the closing date. rangements.
ed.

Murray Hospital
News

Choir To Give
Performance On
Symday Afternoon

Pop Concert Is
Scheduled For
Next Tuesday

Vol. LXXVIII No. 117

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

iSoft Spoken Doris. Owens Is A Thorn In The Warning Given
- IFIesh Of Chandler He Will Try To Take Out.On Corn
creage

Hazel Woman
Passes Away

Four Members Of MTS FHA To
Attend Annual State Meet

Rural Carrier
Position Is Open

Report

'114Southwest Kentucky -Partly
cloudy with scattered showers
and thunderstorms today, tonight
and Friday, cooler today, high in
low 70s. Low tonight in low 60s.
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
Louisville 54, Covington 48, Paducah 60, Bowling Green 61,
Lexington 52, London 59 and
HopkInsville 65.
Evansville, Ind., 52.
WASHINGTON (011 — The
Weather Bureau's 30-day outlook:
The period from mid-May to
Mid-June calls for temperatures
to average below seasonal normals over most of the nation,
except for above normal in the
Northwest and extreme Southeast
This marks a major reversal
011.im the unseasonable warmth
which has prevailed over the
eastern half of the country dur/
ing the past 30 days.
Precipitation is expected to
equal or exceed normal over
most areas, except for subnormal
amounts along the West Coist
and in the northern tier of states
westward from the Great Lakes.

Roy Craig
Dies Today

Bees Move In With
Mr. And Mrs. Parks

The picture is the property of Mahon Lee.
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get the answers to most of our
questions soon," the doctor reported.
' Dr. Thomas sans nemorrhage
fresidueacontinues to delay the
most important tests of the center eye.
Score, according to the eye

,
410-

THE LEDGER &IMES—

Wilson Pitches Sox
To First With Shutouts

MAJOR LEAGUE urn

PUBLISHED SW LEDO= & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, lor.,,
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
A:nes-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January
11. 1942.

Herb Score
Continues
To Improve

lyn toppled the Braves 3-2, in
By MILTON RICHMAN
10 innings, and the PittsburghUnited Press Sports Writer
Jim Wilson, a strong, silent Chicago game was postponed beEditor,
the
to
Letters
Advertising,
any
reject
to
mann
We reserve the right
CLEVELAND, Ohio V —The
pipe-smoking type, wouldn't sit cause of cold weather.
muss
is- Public Voice item, which in our opinion are not for the best
The Yanks scored all three of Cleveland Indians' injured southtoo well with Joe McCarthy, but
toter's% of our readers.
the White Sox are sitting pretty their runs in the 'first inning off paw ace Herb Score continued
in first place today because of Ned Garver with the aid of "slow, steady progress in the
REPRBSENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1368
RATIONAL
his three shutouts and 1.4 earned shortstop Joe Deldaeliri's error. -right direction," his aoctors reMonroe, Memphis. Tenn.; 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan
run average, best among all Sturdivant, who gained his sec- ported today, but said they have
ave. Chicago; 80 Bolyston St, Boston_
ond triumph, has now gone 3 not been able to completely expitchers in the majors.
McCarthy made no bones about straight innings without giving amine his injured right eye.
Metered at 160 Pelt Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tramalawiew
W L Pct GB his dislike for pipe - smokers. up air earned run.
- Dr. Charles I. Thomas, the eye
Second Class Matter
15 7 .682
Chicago
Rocky Colavito -drove in the specialist who has treated the
White Sox skipper Al Lopez, on
Y8 the
14 8 .652
SUBiSCRIPPION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, Per we* 20c. Per New York
other hand, wouldn't care if tie-breaking run in the 16-inn- young hurler since he was struck
2
/
14 9 .649 11
moo& 85c. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year $3.50; else- Cleveland
the 35-year-old Wilson puffed ing marathon between the In- down by a line drive May 7,
.538
3
12
14
Boston
where, 15.50.
on cornsilk as long as he pitches dians and Orioles. George Strick- hoped to complete his diagnosis,
12 14 .462 5
Kansas City
the way he did Wednesday night land then drove in two more. "before the week is out."
5
.462
14
1957
12
16,
Detroit
MAY
THURSDAY —
"There was some change towhen he stopped the Senators on Starter Bob Lemon Was knocked
2
/
61
.391
14
9
Baltimore
out for the seventh straight: time day, but not too much. He is
four hits.
2
/
11
7 29 .259
Washington
.i., was declared, progrAssing_ well,and, we should
and 'Cal McList
_ _ —
111aW
the winner. Mike l'ornieles wiz
the fifth and pitched his way out the loser. Vic Wertz homered for
of bases-loaded jams in t h e the Indians
Yesterday's Results
eighth and ninth as he chalked
Mickey Vernon and Jackie
New York 3 Kansas City 0
up his fourth victory and ran
Boston II Detroit 8
his string of consecutive scoreless Jensen drove in seven runs beCleveland 11 Baltimore 8 (15 in- innings to 18. Walt Dropo horn- tween them to hand Detroit an
nings, night)
ered off Washington southpaw 21-8 setback. The Red Sox rapChicago 5 Washington 0 night
16 hits in handing Frank
Chuck Stobbs. who dropped his ped
seventh straight game without a Lav his fourth defeat. Reliever
'victory.
George Susce was credited with
fourth the victory.
their
winning
By
Today': Games
straight game, the White Sox
No. 4 For Lawrence
By
EiteLdOpRrDess
WrittenAFRoJr()Runl
Detroit at Boston
retained the Aimerican League
Lawrence held the Phils to.
lead by a half-game over the five hits, one of them a ninthChicago at Washington, night
HOLLYWOOD ar —As Danny's
Yankees, who defeated the Ath- inning homer by rookie Ed BouCleveland at Baltimore, night
Danny
letics, 3-0. on Tom Sturdivant's chee, in posting his fourth vic- new wife when the
Kansas City at New York, night
five-hitter. Cleveland used seven tory for the Redlegs. Cincinnati Thomas Show goes on CBS-TV
pitchers in scoring a 16-inning, collected its first three runs off this fall. I have a feeling I'm
11-8 triumph over Baltimore, and rookie Jack Sanford, who drop- going to be classified as one of
Tomorrow's Games
Boston beat Detroit by. the same ped his first game after four those "overnight discoveries."
I can tiear it now.
11-8 score.
straight victories. Smokey BurCleveland at Washington, night
"Where did she come from?"
the
to
Redgess
homered
First
help
Share
Braves
Redlegs,
Chicago at Baltimore, night
"What's her background?" "She
In the National League, Cin- legs to their 13th win in the
Detroit at New York, night
been under wraps of something'
first14
last
a
games.
into
back
cinnati climbed
Kansas City at Boston, night
. This after being in show busideby
Milwaukee
place tie with
Hal Smith's 14th inning single ness from the time I was 15!
feating Philadelphia, 7 - 2, as
That's when I was typed in
in Del Ennis with the windrove
11
out
struck
Brooks Lawrence
vic- Hollywood. By the time I reached
Cardinals'
the
in
run
ning
New
licked
Louis
batters; St.
what is
innings; Brook- tory over the Giant.. Larry my mid-20s I was
L Pct GB York, 6-5, in 14
Jackson, St. Louis' sixth pitcher, bluntly known as "washed up"
17 8 .680
Milwaukee
picked up his fourth victory in movies.
17 8 .680
Cincinnati
The crazy fact is that I was
while Al Worthington suffered
2
/
14 10 .583 21
Brooklyn
the loss. Sam Jones started for an "old face" to practically every
14 11 560 3
Philadelphia
the Redbirds but was knocked studio casting director 'On the
St. Louis
2
/
12 12 540 41
out by a. four-run out burst in coast. So far as most of them
New York
11 15 423 61
2
/
the first inning. Johnny.Antonelli, were concerned, 1 was a teenager
Chicago
7 17 .292 91
2
/
the Giants' starter, lasted only who had, unfortunately, outgrown
--7—It -.2110
Pittsburgh
--iher teens.
five innings,
1
Does Anyone Care?
Little Don Zimmer's fourth
Who needed a veteran teenage
'
homer of the year in the 10 innYesterday's Results
ing off Lew Burdette ga v e type like me, when there were
Brooklyn its victory over Mil- untold numbers of dewy-fresh
3
Brooklyn
Milwaukee 2. 10 inns.,
waukee. Reserve first baseman little newcomers storming the
Pittsburgh at Chicago, postpponFrank Torre gave Braves' starter sanctuaries of Hollywoodf
ed cold weather
Nobody asked me what I had
Gene Conley a 2-0 lead with a
Cincinnati 7 Philadelphia 2. Nita
two-run double in the sixth but to offer as an actress. Nobody
St. Louis 6 New York 5, 16 Paw.
Gil Hodges homered in t h e cares that the yeats had given
seventh and the Dodgers tied the me valuable training and stage
wore with another run in the experience along with maturity.
eighth. Clem Labine was fhe
'to many film fans I would
of Don Drysdale Itsc,e- been a- -new face:"-- -Bernswtrrner-trrrettet
Brooklyn at Chicago
who gave up Milwaukee's only such an "old face" to the casting
New York at Cincinnati. night
two hits in the seven innings he offices I couldn't make the hurdle,
Pittsburgh at Milwaukee, night
pitched. The Dodgers made only to become a "new face" for
Philadelphia at St. Louis, night
four hits, three of them off Con- audiences.
_
ley.
Indebted To TV
•
Stovepipe"
I'm deeply inbedted to televimint
Murphy,
IT'S FRANCE'S Ater Volant P-2. dubbed the "Flying
Games
Audie
Tomorrow's
Above.
sion and the people who cast
and described as the -most revolutionary of all aircraft" Here it
decorated hero of World War
NOBILITY 18 FOLD
TV shows; They didn't care lif
Is being tested in Paris with use of cables and a crane, in case
Theatre
Brooklyn at Chicago
Varsity
the
to
return
will
I was a new face or an old
of accident The craft has a single jet engine, and Is mounted
New York at Cincinnati, night
in the true story of his life from
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HISTORICAL LINDBERGH FLIGHT WAS 30 YEARS AGO

I

Time About
Is Fair lay.

National League
W

•

'THURSIJ

The Cleveland fastball star
wears black glasses with only a
pinhole allowing light to his
healthy left eye.
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Again I am appealing to you, my good friends
Calloway County, for your sihcere consideration in my
behalf for the office of County Court Clerk.
I repeat, do you think it fair for one family to
hold office that is a gift. of the people for Three Generations and then ask for it again, there would be no end
to it if you keep electing the same family time and time
again. There are many good and also qualified people of
Calloway Counts' that would like the opportunity 410
serve the people in this office. I happen to be one this
time.

_

Parents alone can fully understand what
it means to wait beside the bed of
a seriously ill youngster—and the trip
to the hospital. At that moment of
waiting, your thoughts are only for your

YOU NEED NE GOV
a

„MtifraSiT4410:,IF

Just before takeoff. Roosevelt field, New York,
It's 7:45 a.m. May 20, 1927.

$
child. Liter, after you've reached the
hospital, you'll remember that little card
you carry in your billfold—your membership in Blue Cross - Blue Shield.
It really hetps!

Cheering throng jams square In front of Paris
city baff as Lindbergh Is honored.

tint, with the standard controct by paying direct
to Blue Cross. You do not lose coveroge whets
you become 65 years of age or cdder.

•Over 600,000 Kentuckians enjoy the protection and
peace of mind that Blue Cress gives them.
•97% of the hospitals ie Poe United Stoles ore
Slue Cross member hospitals. Merely show your
Blue Crow membership card.
•On retirement trent 0 Group. disability, Or 05 "0
dependent of a deceased member, you may co.,

YOU NEED BLIf SfflEIB

Although. I would consider' it a great honor to be
elected County COurt Clerk, I am running primarily because I need the job. I need it to provide a decent home
for my family. Unfortunately, we do not have any children, not because we do not want them, but because 'I've
could not have them. I do have a wonderful wife afidl
my Mother and Dad that I would like to help provide
some comforts in life.

•Illue Cross provides the 0Cforlf senriCIPS Of /ha hospool as described in the membership certificate—
without bent for the specified period and regordless of cost. ,
oss
Cre
Theyolu
.o
allan to Blue..
scgd
n.cp
l,oc,
,
icoa
, ns,oOrci
Sopo
orn

Here is Lindy's "Spirit of St. Louis" aii It was
being readied for the night.

nircrt'orKsr
aSker services.

'

Wily should the office of County Court Clerk
merit endorsement any more-than the Sheriff's office. I
cannot recall ever having a County Clerk that was not
a good one, including my opponent, the present County
Court Clerk. I can make a good County Court Clerk too
%.
if given the opportunity. .
With the wonderful encouragement 'you are giving me I sincerely believe I will be your next County
court Clerk and I assure you if you elect me I will do
all in my power to majce yogu glad you did. I know I will
be humbly grateful and supremely happy if you will
elect me, so please go to the polls May 28th and cast
your vote for Hafton C. Garner for County Court Clerk.
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YOU IXTPT HAVE BLUE CROSS- BLUE SHIELD YOU CAN APPLY:

Sincerely
•If you are 65 years of age or under and in good health.
•Open to individuals regardless of employment.
•Droop Plans are available to employees in firms of 5 or 'more..

Hafton C.Garner

•00011/0•MOO1
.....
alonmennomomooramo0

!WE CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN
23 Wes, liAaie Street
•
loi.;,-.44 2, Ky.
Please send me an apprcathos for Boo Cron. Hospital plan.
I an. 650, under and in good heaVls.
Lindbergh and
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his wife Anne.
A. Lindbergh from New York
MAY 20 is the 30th anniversary of thYr'historiC solo flight of Charles
back to the Wright brothers at Kitty Hawk and not find an airto l'aria, and you can go all the way
(/*fernational),
plans 4006 wwo got more 5tit/9_4,These Photos take you back to that 1027 day.
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Divorce Ws
Livestock Report
ST. LOUIS NAT'L STOCK- ing slot,, about sissdy on good
and choice steers at 20.50 to
- Livestock:
Y'S:SI:SS
a.fr gs '4,500. Trading slow. Bar- . 1.50 with moderate showing
rows, gilts and sows unevenly standard . and gossd heifers and
steady to B5 cents lower with mixed yearlings 19 to 21.00;
little change on 170 lbs -down! few choice 22 to 22.75; cows
Bulk U. S. 1 to 3 180 to 240 slow, some utility and commerlbs mixed weights and grades cial about steady at 14.50 to
17.50 to 18; moderate number 17; canners and cutters stead)
- slightly lower. Largely -10
uniform weights and mostly
to 2 18.10 to 18.25. Several loads to '14.507 active and fully steady.
190 to 225 lbs 18.35 to 18.50; Utility and commercial bulls 14
sows U. S. 1 to 3 400 lbs down to 16; canner and cutter bulls
- 5 to It; heavier sows 13.75 10,50 to 13.50; vealers and calves
•14.75; boars over 250 lbs steady and active. Choice vealers
11.75 to 13.00; lighter weights largely 22 to 24: few high choice
and 'rime 25 to 26; go' 20
to 14.00.
Cattle 6,000. Calves 203. Trid- to 22;

STRIVEN SKIPPER PICKED UP

4.

1.----- -

F

Tells Diath•Plot
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Aid To Ross
ife Says
By GAY PAULEN/

United Press Staff Correspondent

NEW YORK 5/1,-Mrs. Barney
Ross, who divorced her husband
while he was a narcotics addict
only to remarry him two years
later, believes her action helped
him get the "monkey off his
back."
"If I had to do it over, I still
would do the same thing," said
Cathy Ross, whose husband boxed his way to two world dhams

"I believe Barney would have
beaten the habit without me,"
she continued. "The same thing
that made him a champion would
have taken over eventually.
"But I _think he needed the
jolt. As long as he thought he
would not lose the wife and
daughter he loved, I don't think
he realized how sick he was.
Love can be only so much help
to the other person."
Life Story Filmed
The story of Ross's fight to
shake the narcotics habit, of his
marriage to Cathy Howlett, a
former Ziegfeld Follies dancer,
and of his career in the ring and
in the Marine Corps in World
War II is told in a movie, "Monkey On My Back," to be released
1
in June.
Ross, former lightweight and
welterweight champion, met Cajhy while she was dancing in
an Ed Wynn musical in Chicago.
A month after their marriage,
he was on his way to the Pacific
War Theater.
ltoss, holder of the Silver Star
for bravery, was wounded on
Guadalcanal in 1943 and returned to the United States. He and
Cathy, and her daughter. Noreen,
by a previous marriage, settled
in Los Angeles.
She explained that her husband's craving for morphine
(the monkey on his back) began
in the hospital while he was
recuperating from shrapnel
wounds and malaria acquired in
the war.
It Still Hurts
"It still hurts te talk about
those terrible years," she said.
"It may seem strange, but it
took me a long time to realize
he was a victim of the drug
Nor.
his
aboard
with
appendicitis
stricken
sPERIE,
. CAPT. JENS E.
habit. I felt a horrified shock.
wegian ship M. S. William. Is shown being picked up (upper) by
"The worst of it was I wanted
wheeled
being
(lower)
and
Atlantic,
the
in
Constitution
theilner
kpow!
_to help _tiro,
left
at
is
he
boat
The
In
quitters.
s-tdisriltat
Constilution'
-this
-----4----to
how."
(international Soundpholos)
Constitution altered course.
She divorced Ross in 1947 and
went to work as a model to support herself and child. Shortly
afterward, Ross voluntarily entered the U.S. government hospital for narcotics addicts, in
Lexington, Ky. He was discharged cured four months later. They
remarried in 1949.
"We never stopped loving each
other," she said. "The divorce
4'
wish to take thts meth- was a legal thing, nothing more."
od of making an appeal to
you in behalf of my candidacy for the Office of County Court Clerk.
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Heifer Feeding
Experiment Begins

•

• Dr. Forrest C. Pogue will We-the address at the
annual Murray State College Alumni Banquet, held this'
year May 24 at Wells Hall. , This announcement Was'
made by W. Z. Carter, president of the Alumni Association, after a committee meeting last Saturday.
The fun-loving people of. Murray and,. Calloway
County are in for a week of. high class entertainment,
-starting - Monday night when Bistbee's - Comedians
here at the Taylor lot on South Fourth Street.

"The experiment: are ia preliminary stages but results may
lead to less expensive feed re-FTkto'-p--iO- Ztlie."--n
quirernei
iind meat, and calves when con.pared to current stahdards
mdre expensive feeds," the association said.
It said the tiny organisri is the
cow's rumen which converts feed
into productive energy react to
diet changes. When cattle are on
a high roughage diet certain srgarhisms are plentiful, the issociation said. On a high grsin
)(ration, it said, a separate group
of organisms multiply.

AMES P. RICHARDS gives his
wife a big smackeroo on his
trrival at National airport,
iVashington, from a tour of 15
nations as President Eisertliower's special Middle East envoy.
Richards' job was to "sell" the
Ike doctrine. (international)

"FRESH SELECTED

BETTY CROCKER

mix
3 for 89c

Answer CAKE
ALFRED CORRADI (top), Worldi
War II veteran and now a Miami.
Fla., bartender, is shown as he
told Florida police that he was
offered $1,000 to go to Washington to kill attorney Ftaymond
Dickey. Under arrest are George
Laris (center). Miami Beach
contractor, and Spiro Williams
(bottom), of Mt. Kisco, N. Y.
The control of a Puerto Rican
race track is said to be Involved.

Lone Voyager To
Set Sail Again
Boston's Old

EGGS

3 Doz.

80c

•

Pasco Frozen - 6-oz. cans

Florida Seedless

ea. 5c ORANGE JUICE - 2-35c
Wayne
_ 53c
SAUCE - - 2-25c

GRAPEFRUIT
Pizza Complete

PIE MIX
AP LESFancy

Pure Strained

Dried

_

2 lb.jar 65C
1-1b. 40c HONEY
39c RYE THINS
35c
Nabisco Crax - 81 2 0Z.

Hawaiian - 46-oz. can

PUNCH

Anew

MOARELL'S PALACE

ia'sne
Seasoned
K 11E7r1111111Mil
P
611111V.111.11
PURE

25icb BACON

Sausage

SLICED

39b

•

Hi Lite with 2 pkgs. Flower Seeds

any cut - - - lb. 38c
FURNITURE VAX - - 79c
Seal
"ol CHOPS - - - lb. 40c
49c 1K
WAX
;a
iigi
kSh
P iO
i
Cut

Gold

Longhorn Mild

CHEESE'

25C

aTIARCOAL
3

lb. 49c

Superb

Melrose

FREEZER BAGS - - - - 49c BACON 1-1b.layers - - 55c
•

MORRELL'S CANNED

PURE

LARD 5OLbs.N.t s6.75 HAM
SWIFTS
AILS

Hot
only
9 minutes

5 Lbs Net

29c

SEND FOR THIS GREAT 4$ S.F.

NO MIXING
•
NO ROLLING
•
NO CUTTING

RCAVicgroR

Ballaar-.BiscuitsI

2for 25c

wneGwE

-411111111111

CREST OFFER HERE

Ow 01 ••• P•t••••
0.• Nod

$4.75

V41714
Crotors.

SIElerest"

ALBUM0N454
with coupon in
special CREST carton

med. size .

53c

SWANN'S MARKET

•
...•0•114,.•

A "Trade-Preview" of what the well dressed Murray
school girl will wear next fall to be held at Chicago's
famous PalmerHouse the week of May 18, is xpected
to be attended by Miss Effie Watson of the Murray
Fashion Shop.
After a three weeks visit in Atlanta, Ga., with Mr.'
and Mrs. Paul Willis and daughter, Dorothy Oury, Mrs.
Warren S. Swann left May 9 by plane for.New York. She
will also visit with. Mr. and Mrs. Kaudolph„Long and
Miss Gretchen May in Sommerville, N.J.

SWANN S MKT.

Randall B.Patterson
7 ..-.....

The annual Blue Ribbon Day at Murray High School.,
sponsored by the Muray Parent-Teacher Association was,
held at the school on May 2.
Speaker for the program was Mrs. George Hart, who;
_ _delivered a talk on "Health and Its Value to the Child".
Blue ribbons, signifying good htth'-iind a satistac.
tory check of ears, nose, and throat, Were awarded to
187 students.

Y.

Americans
Do Express
Opinions

_

10 Years Ago This Week
Ledger Sr Times File

SMAMPSCOTT, Mass. - (I.P A former football player, George
Boston, will try again this year
to sail around the world alons
in his 30-foot ketch, Fiddler"
Green.
Boston, a 34-year-old bachelor
came down with an illness a'
Suez last summer and was forced
to return home for recuperation
Boston said he'll start mi.
again in May, this time taking
the Pacific route first. The voyage will take two years.
"I'll head for Bermuda and
thee attempt to get through the
Caribean just before the hnrFour years ago I was
ricane season," the husky ex-grid
elected your Clerk and
star said.
honthe
appreciate
humbly
From the Carribbean, Boston
or you bestowed upon me.
will head his ketch toward the
I have tried to the best of
Panama Canal and the Pacific
The ketch normally is propelled
my ability to serve you in
by sail but has a 50-horsepower
a manner befitting a public
By DOC OUIGG
auxiliary engine for emergency
official, in so doing I have
Press Staff Correspondent uses, such as travel through the
made myself available to United
NEW YORK SP -I don't ,think
your calls at all hours, day Americalps are afraid to express canal.
"Then I'm heading for Galaor night, I have kept the opinions,15take stands, go out on pagos Islands and Tahiti," Bosoffice open each work day, limbs, oppose the prevailing ton said. "I've always wanted to
and through the lunch hour, trend of thought. or get out of visit Tahiti."
the conformity rut. Far from it.
The rest of the route would
for your convenience.
It's not fear they suffer from. include Australia, the Cape of
Through this association It's just plain cussedness of the Good Hope, Ascension Island and
have come to know you brain. Once John Q. gets some- the eastern coast of South Amerbetter, and the duties of thing through his thick skull,is hea ica. '
the idea
a privilege, I am thank- seems to believe
count
I
which
of
both
the Office,
fundamental secret of the uni- TEXAN ASKS CITIZINSHiP
all
in
me
given
n
cooperatio
the
ful to every citizen for
verse.
matter's, I shall always be thankful for serving you, a
And who beside the person
TAMPA, Fla, I1P - Federal
who dares to raise a doubt. The court observers blinked at first
wonderful people.
•
Voltaire.
to
attributed
quote
old
heard that .a native
have made many mistakes, but try to always correct "I wholly disagree with what when they
Texan was asking to become a
them.
you say and will defend to the naturalized citizen. Then it turndeath your right to say it," is
born
In asking for your vote and support, I am mindful more likely to become, in US. ed oul James E. Merriman.
of
had 'oecome a
Office
the
endorse
to
"I dsagree in San Antonio, after
of the fact that it is a custom
argument:
Street
Main
the war.
opporCanadian citizen
with what you say, and shut up, then decided to rsgain American
Coithty Clerk, therefore I would like to have the
time
which
during
term,
another
oaf.".
for
you
serving
you
of
tunity
sitizenship after moving to FlorA Frontier Heritage?
I can, by experience, better serve you.
lack of mental ida.
the
Perhaps
To my opponent who I hold in high regard, may I receptivity to alien ideas comes
commend him for the fine manner that he is conducting' from the frontier heritage. This automaticolly.
"Mays!" I hollered.
his campaign and may I say that we are good friends. country grew up with a moving
"Shaddup!" he argued
method
I am running this race on my own merits and qualitca- frontier. Theon approved
See what I mean? There's n,
a frontier is to
survival
tions, and not a candidate of any political group or fac- of
advance your own ideas and be Use trying to reason with_su(S
a tion.
skittish about accepting those a guy. Rut 1.. tried.
hostile Indians. "Snider," I teas ned softly, "ITo those of you who do not know me. I AM the son advanced by grizzly
bears, and a bum."
mama
of the late Wendell Patterson and Rose Kline Patterson, tigers,
"Throws better, hits heft' •
free thinkers.
other
daughter
Lawson,
Ann
!Hide
to
1940
28th
married Nov.
whatever causes it, I'm plays his position better, knoo
But
have
We
Lawson.
Parker
of Loyd Lawson and Alice
getting sick and tired of it. P. the batters bettes, thinks straigtsthree children, Randy, 13. L. W., 10, and Harry. 8 years speak specifically of the issue er, doesn't grandstand." yelled
"Mays will I
of age. They attend school at Faxon, we attend Church of center field. Every right - the Brooklyn man.misjudging
it,
in on a ball,
at Murray Church of Christ. I belong to the V.F.W, thinking. magenta - blooded come then
back
lunge
to
have
of
and
Calloounce
W.O.W.,
an
with
Club,
American
Lions
American Legion, Murray
it
brains in his cranium knows at full speed, and he makes
way County Farm Bureau and Conservation Club.
he just
there is only one center fielder. look spectacustr because with..
in the same league
0
My boys and I are devoting as much time as possible It should not be necessary to ain't
He had to bi.ak 'off there betoward seeing or contacting each voter before election otter the name - Willie onMays.
oc- cause a metal wastebasket tapBut. it becomes necessary
day. if I fail tO .gee you please accept this as a personal casinn.
ped him smartly across the skuS
plea for your vote and support.
Just Monday when the issue of I felt it was my ttuty. At th:SINCERELY YOURS
who is the greatest center fielder time of the year, it behooves%di'
in baseball arose in our office, to deal sternly with people
a native of Brooklyn spoke up. suffer from closed, minds. arguel
Anybody else wanta
A Snider Fan
"Duke Snider," he said, almost about Willie Maya?
•

Warm Welcome

CHICAGO -in- Experiments
are underway which may lower
the cost of feeding heifers, ac.
cording to the American Veterinary Medical Association.
The association said the experiments indicate that the high- ule
-eat -anti least empentivem
prodiction may be slatailed from
on
a
"sut normal"
heifers raised
feeding program.
The experiments are being conducted simultaneously at the Institute for Livestock Improve.ment in Wiad, Swede, and at
Cornell University in Lhaca, N.

To The Voters Of
Calloway County
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PURE SHORTENING
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better than
3 lbs.
for All fine baking
on d smokeless frying
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208 S. 4th
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Women's Pa ge

Weddings
Club News

Locals
Activities

... Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J
Jo Burke_r" Editor.
Mrs. Jerry Wade Isa
Hostess For Meet
Of Memorial Class

TRANSPORTt
E-SCUED-FROM DOWNED NAVALFLYING
ili-

Jukebox Is
Brought To
1 Telephone

PERSONALS

SOCIAL CALENDAR

By boo QUIGG
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smith of United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK AP, - Telephone
Detroit, Mich., are visiting Mrs.
Smith's parents, Mr. and Mrs. talkers, do you feel the 'neit.ci
SingMadrigal
College
ray State
Thursday, May 16
Ben B. Byers, Hazel Route Oats, of a sweet melody In the ear
The B eg PW Club will have a ers in the reference room of the and other relatives and friends. while waiting for someone to
The home of Mrs. Jerry Wade
o'clock.
eight
at
six-thirty college library
at
supper
on Farmer Avenue was the scene potluck
be called to the phone to talk to
invited They will return to Detroit on
of the meeting of the Willing o'clock in the Murray Electric The public is cordially
you?
•
Friday.
to attend.
Workers Sunday School Class of office.
Do you get more and more
•• • •
•
•
•
•
the Memorial Baptist Church
impatient, with the receiver at
Friday, May 17
Recreation in
"An Hovres
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Vaughn of your ear and nothing issuing
held on Friday, May 10, at sevThe Sigma Department of the 1615 Main Street spent this past
en-thirty o'clock in the evening. Musicke", a concert of madrigal
therefrom but tiny spasms of
their
have
will
weekend in Chatanooga, Tenn.
Mrs. James Petty; cohostess, music will be presented by Mur- Woman's Club
static? Do y'ou yearn for a
regular meeting at the club house
••• •
gave the inspiring devotion ditranquilizing pill, or a few bursts
at seven-thirty o'clock. HostesMiss Fay Dowdy, who is now of Elvis Presley, to ease the
rected the group in the Tecreases are Mrs. Joe R. Simms, Mrs. connected with the Capitol_ Air
-,-, banal- period. —
tension?
ItCy-Starks Mn. James' Payne, Lines in Baltimore, Md., spent -intolerabie
Oh, come on now. Say yes.
Mrs. Cody Russell, and Mrs. A. the past few days with her parThe president, Mrs. Wtil •Eil
it, hurry right
Thornton, conducted the business
G. Wilson, chairman, will pre- ents, Mr. ihd Mrs. Carl Dowdy And having said
down to the Seishln Trading
sessioh. Refreshments were servMrs. Rupert Lassiter opened side at the meeting.
west
of
Murray
and other rela- Co., Ltd., 11 Miyuki-Cho, Shi••••
ed" las the hostesses.
her home for the meeting of the
tives and friends in Murray. Fay zuoka, Japan.
Saturday, May 1$
held
Club
Homemakers
Side
East
formerly
worked at Scott Drug
There you will find the answThose present vire Mrs. ThornThe Captain Wendell Oury Company. She
on Wednesday, May 8, at one
left Tuesday night er to your problem. The Japaton, Mrs. Charlie Gibbs, Mrs.
chapter of the DAR will meet at by bus for
Mrs.
afternoon
the
in
,o'clock
Memphis where she nese, at long last, have brought
Leo Hill, Mrs. Allen Williams,
Gillis
J. D. Wall presided and Mrs. the home of Mrs. Cleo
took a plane back to Baltimore.
the jukelvx to the telephone
Mrs. Lewis Wilson, Mrs. John
Hester at two-thirty o'clock. Mrs.
.
••
devotion
the
gave
Wilson
Wayne
Bowker, Mrs. H. M. McElrath,
-a wedding that promises to
will be the
Mitchell
L.
John
Should
Love
Mother
-What
on
be at least as momentous as
Miss Sheri Thornton, Miss Debcohostess.
Be."
sea.
bie Rill, Mrs. Petty, and Mrs.
that of ice cream and flavored
slipcovers
on
lesson
final
The
Wade.
soda water.
One hundred and fifty-six years
was given by Mrs. Arlo Slatting•••
Displayed At World Fair.
war
declared
Tripoli
(1801).
ago
various
of
er. Fitting problems
The invention came to light
days
ten
States;
United
the
on
discustypes of furniture were
EVANSTON, Ill. - 611 - The at the World Trade Fair here.
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They're eager-beaver beauties...
these Chevrolet wagons!

:WIMPOLE STREET

FRIDAY and
SATURDAY

lots of loads you can slip in without
having to open'the topgate.
Being Chevrolets, they have the perforrnancE,tob;up to 245* V8 horsepower
that's frisky, smooth and quiet. The
one you choose will be a joy to handle
with its steady way of going, its easier

Talk about hard-working wagons! Chevrolet offers you the handsomest line-up
of all. Whether you hanker for a wagon
for do-it-yourself projects, to tote outdoor gear, or as an all-round family
car—here are eager beavers to see.
There are two-door and four-door
models, with six- or nine-passenger
capacities. They convert in a flash
to take up to half a ton of cargo.
The tailgate opens first, so there are

steering and alert response. See your
wagon at your Chevrolet dealer's soon!
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TVA WEEKLY NEWS. FA-se Joint
LETTER
Works Fine

Four...

(Continued From Page Ons)
Miss Inez Haile, F.HA. chapter
adviser a n d home economies
teacher at the Murray Training
TVA today announced award flounced: Nixon Machinery and
school
of contracts caling for 1,984,068 Supply Company, Inc., ChattaAn out-of-state visitor at the
tons of coal valued at $7,462,- nooga, tractors a nd scrapers
meeting will be Patricia Lor452.80. This tonnage is divided manufactured in Mississippi and
By DELOS SMITH
mend, vice-president of the naamong six producing fields as California, $135,094; Babcock &
United Prase Science Editor
tional F.H.A. from Kaylan, La.
follows: East Tennessee 432,100 Wilcox Company, Atlanta, pulvNEW YORK 66 - "Pioneering" She will talk at the opening
tons; .Sbutheast Tennessee 20,8011 erizer grinding balls manufsetur. In the human skeiton, a surgeon.
tons; west Kentucky 377,000 tons; ed in Ohio, $59,767; Lakeside has given a woman patient an session an appreciating the F.H.A.
east Kentucky 47,000 tons; south- Bridge & Steel Company, Mil- entirely new knee joint - two organization. Miss Barbara Taylor, executive secretary of the
ern Illinois 500,500 tons; and waukee, coal unloading crane, metal rods, hinged together.
Louisiana Association of F.H.A.
Virginia 606,668 tuns. The con- $424,446; Ingram Oil & Refining
It replaced the natural bony will also attend and app
cm'
.
*
.tors receiving awards a r e Company, New Orleans, di
joint of her skeleton which had
•
IIsted according t u producing fuel oil, $244,078; Standard Oil been immovably fused by the the program.
Dr. Dorothy Summers, Assofields:
Co., Louisville, diesel fuel oil, ravages of arthritis and so was ciate
Professor of Speech at
East Tennessee
$147,272; Gulf Oil Cdrporation, utterly useless. She has had the
Collegs,. Ada,
Suribright Coal Co., Knoxville, New Orleans, cuesel fuel oil, new joint for over a year. So East Central State
Oklahoma, will participate in
Tenn., 60,500 tons, $235,950; Str- $301,395 Creamer and Dunlap, far it works fine.
the program by giving guidance
aight Fork Coal Co., Dean, Tenn., Inc., Tulsa, Okla., steel anchors
This business of replacing joints to the group work that will
;By Royal Fuel Co., Agent, knox- _emit anchor bolts, $111478; .plas117
$652,zs vile Bridge Company,- Nashville,
- a - scientific wilderness. Th be devoted to ehaptor -problems..
vine,
at a general ses080; Abe -.defer Coal Co., Harri- lower gate for Wilson lock, $789,- W. Russell Macausland, of Boston, She will speak
in Group
'
man, Tenn., (c/o Capitol Coal 558; E. I. du Pont de Nemours called it "pioneering." U the sion on "Yocu. Fart
Sales, Agent, Chattanooga, Tenn.), & Co., Inc., Wilmington, brush pioneers break through, many Work."
The banquet, Wednesday night,
42,000 tons, $280,800; Dean Coal control material, $240,720; Cream- now helpless and hopeless invwill be an outstanding part of
Co., Fork Mountain, Tenn., (By er and Dunlap, Tulsa, Okla., alids will cease being so.
Arthritis can fuse the bones the convention with the conferRoyal Fuel CO., Agent, Knoxville, double circuit steel towers, $1,memberships
Tenn.), 130,000 tons, $698,100; 129,260; Westinghouse Electric of joints. When that happens, ring of honorary
scholarships.
Bessemer Coal, Iron & Land Co., Corporation, Chattanooga, switch- joints are immovable. There are and presenting of
t following the
Oliver Springs, Tenn., 18,000 toss, boards manufactured in Pennsyl- operations with which knee.joints The entertainmen
banquet is ,another high-light.
477,940.
vania, $890,759; Nashville Bridge and hip joints can be unfused
The "Escorts," a male quartet
a
to
again,
movable
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made
crossriver
Nashville,
Tennessee
Company,
Southeast
widely known for their recordE. Dick Burrow, Guild, Fenn., ing towers, $54,215; Southwire degree.
will peesent a program.
ings,
Ga.,
con(c/o Capitol Coal Sales, Agent, Cdmpany, Carrollton,
Morita Technical Report
Membership in the organization
Chattanooga, Tenn.), 20,800 tons, ductor, $548,643; Armstrong Cork
is limited to girls who are takCompany, Atlanta, piping and
But these operations don't work
W0.5,872.
ing, or have taken home ecoequipment insulation, $171,587; so well for the knee joint. For
East Kentucky
nomics in high school. The State
Whitley Strip Mine Co., Wil- Gunnery Construction Company, that reason Macausland's "pioF.H.A. Association now has 251
liamsburg, Kentucky, (By Royal Philadelphia, furnishing, fabricat- neering" merited a full technical chapters and 11,690 members.
Fuel Co., Agent, Knoxville, ing, and delivering air and gas report in the journal of the Miss Mary Bell Vaughn, AsAmerican College of Surgeons.
Tenn.), 47,000 tons, $183,300.
sistant Director of the Division
ducts, $279,760; Ingalls Iron
His 45-year old patient had
West Kentucky
of ffOme EccZnomits Education,
Monro-Warrior Coal & Coke Works' Company, Birmingham, four immovable joints, both elDepartment of Education, is the
Nortonville, Kentucky, 65,- floating bulkhead for new Wilson bows and both knees. Because of
State Adviser to the group.
000 tons, $197,730; Norton Coal Dam lock, $89,476; Klemp Metal the former she couldn't lift her
The officers of the State AsCorporation, Chicago, hands to her face; because of
Corporation, Nortonville, Ken- Grating
sociation are: President, Wanda
frozen
Quilegs
were
$258,375;
her
treads
latter
stair
tons,
grating,
the
97,500
floor
steel
tucky,
Lovett, Junction City Chapter,
tigenberry Bros., Mining Co., Prov- and nosings, $164,372; Dempster and she was totally helpless.
1st Vice President, Ann Scott
Capitol
movement
restored
(c/o
tractor-scraMacausland
Knoxville,
Kentucky,
Brothers,
idence,
Corns, Tollesboro Chapter; 2nd
Coal Sales, Agent, Chattanooga, per; $88,987; C. 0. Bartlett & to the elbow joints by the stand- Vice President, Romania Olippermitted
$280,800;
which
0.,
tons,
operation
Cleveland,
ard
Snow Company,
Tenn.), 104,000
hant, Scottsville Chapter,. SecreBell & Zoller Coal Co., Chicago, rotary dryer, $72.,567; General her to feed herself. Then he took tary, Frances Perry, Murray
the
right
of
Norton
Electric Co., Chattanooga, carrier up the problem
III., 58,500 tons, $177,840;
Training Chapter; Treasurer, Jo
Coal Corp., Nortonville, Kentucky, Aloe trbps, $68,350; National Valve knee.
Ann Heideman, Simon Kenton
& Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh,
52,000 tons, $138,320.
Chapter; Historian, Jane
High
made
rod
hinged
the
had
He
principal piping systems and apSouthern Illinois
and Elkin, Bristow Chapter; Parliachromium
of
alloy
an
of
McLaren Fuel Co., Marion, purtenances for Gallatin Steam
cobalt. This alloy is called "vital- mentarian, Paula McCain, Dav.Ilinois, 26,000 tons, $72,540; Sou- Plant Units 3 and 4, approxiJuni" and its use in uncountable iess Suunty High Chapter; Re,ithern Illinois Co-Op Coal Sales, mately $3,000,000; United Condental plates has proven that porter, Lois Riley, Carrollton
"'Inc., Marion Illinois, 52,000 tons, veyor Corp:, Chicago, ash, pyrites,
it is inert when in contact with Chapter; Recreatkin Leader, Bet$148,200; Wilkins Coal Co., Ma- and dust-handling system, $201,tye L. Pace, Clark County High
human tissues.
rion, Illinois, 32,500 tons, $93,600; 303; Westinghouse Electric CorThe fused parts of the natural Chapter; Song Leader; Mary Lee
Bell & Zoller Coal Co., Chicago, poration, Chattanooga, additions
joint were sawed away. The Burden, Beaver Dam Chapter. •
Illinois, 390,000 tuns, $1,185,600. to main control switchboard,
inserted into the upper
manufactured in Georgia, $67,344; rods were
Virgistia
and lower leg bones and made
General Coal Co., Philadelphia, Dow Chemical Company, Midfast by flanges. By this means,
Pa., 364,000 tons, $1,619,800; Pit- land, Mich.. chemical weed killCircuit
E
T
Corp.,
I
ers,
$319,800;
Sales
Coal
ston Clinchfield
(Continued From Page One)
Spartanburg, S. C., 242,668 tons, Weaker Company, Philadelphia, Corporation, Chattanooga, oil cir
auxiliary power switchboards, cult breakers manufactured in clerk.
61,055,605.80.
Miss Owens hopes to draw
$385,006; Westinghouse Elettric_Psmsylvania. $526,500.
Other _Contrast_ __war*
tier mainstrength from three
main classes of voters:
First, voters who want
best qualified person for ti.•
office. She has served as depili
clerk for 22 years before tl
court promoted her to the clerk's
job.
Second, the voters who felt
she was entitled to the appointment and that the governor
acted with ill-temper and used
unfair tactics in trying to remove
her. Chandler had her pay stopped for more than six weeks.
Third, the very numerous remants of the political organization
of former Governors Lawrence
W. Wetherby and Earle C. Clements.
Unlike Suter, Miss Owens is
making her first race for public
office, but she is no political
novice. She has been a faithful
•
grass-roots party worker almost
all of her adult hie.
for as little as
She came to Frankfort in 1934
as a copyist when her brother,
cooling
u can have all the
during the administration of the
Frank, was clerk of the court
you want with a
late Gov. Ruby Laffoon.
Prior to that she had Worked
in the law offices of former
LOOK
R
SHEE
1957
Ballard County Judge William
Henderson and M. C. Anderson.
She served as deputy clerk
for five terms under three clerks
-0•Connnel, E. E. Hughes and
Acres Austin.
Her campaign organization consists almost entirely of her office staff who prepare literature
and mailings on their days off
and after working hours.
She solicited the support of
judges and lawyers around the
wis
state by mail, and she feels
ktOts phantom organization of
attorneys will further her int*
Check and compare the new
erests in most of the counties
s
Conditioner
Room
Frigidaire
of the state.
condiany
before you buy
Miss Owens is strongest in
tioner. Feature for feature,
her home district, the first, but
dollar for dollar, Frigidaire
she also hopes to carry the
secortt and the third by large
Conditioners give you more
margins. The anti-Chandlei 3rd
for your money -more coolorganization undoubtedly
District
comfort.
mg, more
will work manfully to give her
a big majority in the metropolitan
area.
Frigidaire takes the "guess" out of buying-gives you the
If Miss Owens is defeated in
CENTER
FACT
the
primary, her loss might be
Comfort
Summer
new
our
Visit
compare and decide.
a portent for the Court of
Appeals.
Tag
The terms of tpur of the judges
See the Prwe Tag and the Fact Compare and you'll get a
are up in 1939, and they face
Check and
Chandler - supported opposition
in the 1958 primary if they
seek re-election.
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(GET THE FACTS!
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QUANTITIES

LIMIT

SPAGHETTI KRAUT lireili CARROTS NAVY BEANS ....
TOMATO JUICE

Thirty-four years ago (1923),
Navy pilots, flying a single-engine
Fokker T2 monoplane, made the
first transcontinental non - stop
flight from Roosevelt Field, N. Y.
to San Diego in 26 hours, 50

WARD - ELKINS
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AMERICAN BEAUTY

300 CAN
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AMERICAN BEAUTY
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ME BUTTER BEANS c'Z' 10c
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SO FREE

TOP VALUE STAMPS HERE

SEE TOP VALUE 87A1 AD PAGE._
Ws ALWAYS gess Top Value Stampe with
every purchase and win bs glad to rotieest
yew Ire* stamp coupes too. Como we us)
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ICE CREAM
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To The Voters Of
Calloway County
BY OWN]
house, gar
tached.
street. Bea
ownei
4 V2 76 FHi
cost. 604 V

•

WORTAMORE SLICED

STRAWBERRIES

•

MILKY-WAY

•1

•

CANDY

•

BACON

lb

BAR

6.for 25c

CIIICKEN BREAST

WEINERS
39icb

PACKE1
6-oz:
Jar

$1"

.e•

HOME
GROWN
FRESH

In some of the public announcements which have
abeen made during this campaign for State Represent
y
repeatedl
tive from Calloway County, mention has
opponent
my
by
made
been made to the voting record
refer, during the last session of the legislature. Specific
g
concernin
record
s
opponent'
my
to
made
been
has
ence
the tax program which he supported and voted for, including his vote to exempt from all tax the winning bettors at KEENELAND RACE TRACK in Lexington, and
to increase the income tax on the labor and earnings of
every working man and wage earner in the State of Kentucky. Since my opponent has chosen to not even so much
as attempt to explain to the voters of this County his own
position in these matters, I now propose to briefly outline for you the COST TO YOU OF BILLINGTON'S
,
FAVOR TO KEENELANR RAGE TRACK.

Your

1-lb. 15c

•

Favorite Flavor

9-gal. 59c
1/

GREEN FRESH

JUMBO PIES

•••

43c

39c

fauna JUICE - - - - 25c

Nor are the schools the only public institutions
which -might have made good use of the $342,223.00
which Mr. Billington felt the bettors at Keeneland Race
Track should keep in their pockets this year. Such a sum
would increase the present general fund appropriation
to mental health by five per cent: it would more than
double what is being spent out of the und for the Kentucky Crippled Children's Commission, it would almost
xtension Work;
triple the appropriation for Library
and 'mild increase by more than 33-1,3 per cent the
total being spent in general taxes for the conservation
Of Kentucky's natural resources.

3-1b. can

89c
1-1b. tin

CARTON
Bottle Exchange
or Deposit

19c

m•ore
savfners

FROZE
roods

I now challenge my opponent to tell the voters
of Calloway County before May 28th WHY he was .in
favor of and voted to exempt the bettors at Keeneland'
Race Track to the tune of $342,223.00 during the last
;:ear; and at the very same .time to vote to increase the
state income tax on every working man and wage earner
in this county and state.

KLEENEX

TUNA

A IFT1

,1O-oz.

Dixia

Cheese Spread Yellow Squash --2for 29c
2-Lb. Box

Dixiana Baby

-Lima Beans - - - -2for 37c

59c
DOLE

STOKLEY'S

PINEAPPLE

Whole Kernel

No.
CHUNK PACK

Large

BOSTON BONNIE

SPIC & SPAN
85c

I wish to again earnestly ask for your vote for
State Representative in the continued belief that we in
Calloway County are entitled to at least as effective
representation in the legislature as are the gamblers at
Keeneland Race Track.

Breast '0 Chicken

29c

Economy Size

2 29c
F°R

FROZEN

FISH STICKS 39c
Large
DREFT
2 for
LAVA
Giant
IVORY SNOW ....
Large
IVORY FLAKES

Giant

Giant

JOY
69c

TIDE
75c

REAL
KILL

32c
23c
76c
33c

Pt

69c
OXYDOL
2 irg. boxes 58c

2 Cans

Charlie Lassiter
Candidate For

Representative

30c
ALL
DETERGENT

F°R

DOG FOOD

DUZ
14
28;

•

p
.

•

room
neat

WAX PAPER
100-Ft.
23c
TWENTY MULE TEAM

CAMAY
3 for 27c

BORAX
1 lb. 24c
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Market

• Friendly Courteous Service
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•

RITZ

WAXTEX

33c

room
went
search.
which
He
next —
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Hamm

racKet

OLD
DUTCH
2 for 19c

RED HEART
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for the
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the inn
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NABISCO

lb. 35c

2 FOR

39c

Twin Bags

59c

2 33c

-

4

Lge.

16-oz.

CRUSHED

• LOTS OF PARKING SPACE

•

POTATO CHIPS

Golden Corn

PARKE

Respectfully,

D-)

9

Orange Juice - --2for 29c

PASTIURIZED

19c

CRISCO
36c
CHEER
32c

, 'What a tragic price for Mr. Billington, and the
others:of _A very obedient General Assembly, to pay to
keep an ill-advised political promise of our Governor.

•

diem

LAY'S

FLUFF()

1101

Ph. 2373

Big Brother - 6 oz

FIELD

BLACKBERRIES
16-oz. Can

OW 79

lb

12-oz. can

DELMONTE - 46-oz.

In terms of education $342,223.00 could mean
this: Our Minimum Foundation Law promises each school
district an allotment of not less than $80.00 a year for
each pupil in average daily attendance. Divide $342,.
223.00 by $80.00 and you will get 4,277, which would
be the number of pupils that $342,223.00, with local supplement, would educate for an entire year. This would
be more pupils than are presently enrolled in all the
public schools of Calloway County.

SMOKED JOWLS
lb. 95c

LOAF

Box
1-Doz.
CHOCOLATE - BANANA - COCOANUT

GI

SUGAR CURED

ROUND STEAK

PARTY
LUNCHEAT

5

-1.

If the winning bettors at the favored Keeneland
Race Track had continued to pay the minimum tax which
they were required to pay immediately before the 1956
session of the legislature, and which every other race
track in Kentucky is still required to pay, the state government would have collected $342,223.00 from the 1956
l 'fall betting and the 1957 spring betting alone. In a state
no wealthier than Kentucky, $342,223.00 cannot be
shrugged off as a handful -trf--h-orse feed.

— NO CHARGE FOR SLICING —

ALL KINDS OF COLD CUTS AND SALADS
— FRESH CAT FISH

NEW CABBAGE
PER 1.11

29c

PICNIC HAM

ICE CREAM

CUCUMBERS
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Programming
In TV Hits
The Skids
Ile per word for one day, minimises et 17 words for 110e •••• Sc per word Nee three days.

ClessIfied ads are payable In advance.

Dist Of Re-Runs
1-"Four Stars For Spring," a CBS-TV -"I've Got A Secret,"
NBC-TV will use re-runs ot
Jerry Lewis spec and "Galaxy/ "What's My Line," 'Two For
The Money," -Talent Scouts" "Circus Boy," "Sir Lancelot,"
Stars."
"This Is
-Father Kri.Avs
and "Name That Tune." - .
o also
You
so can count on see
clS
"Pantomine Quiz," a veteran Your Life," "Dragnet,", "The'
Steve Allen and Ed Sul an
" -On
through the summer along/with sumrnertirne fill-in, will take People's Choice," "Blandie
of Riley" a n d
"The $84,000 Question," "The over Ed Murrow's "Person to Trial," 'Life
Gruucho 'Marx's "You Bet Your
464,000 Challenge" and'Twenty Person" slot.
Filmed shows will swamp the Life."
One." Such drama entire" As
NBC-TV also will alternate re"Kraft Theatre," "U. /8I. Steel", networks with re-runs. -Playruns of "Project 20" with "Wide
"Climax," "Alcoa e Goodyear house 90" will re-spot the filmed
winter. ,Vide World."
4
Playhouse," "Lux Viedeo", and •a shows it used ?his past
planABC's re-runs include "Crosssummer version of "Studio One" Also at CBS-TV, they're
"ConService."
of
"Wire
roads,"
shows
old
rescreen
ning to
will continue.
Hood," flict," "Cheyenne," Wyatt Earp,"
Other live shows set for sum- "Oh Susanna," "Robin
"Gun- "Broken Arrow" and 'Navy Log.'
mer showing are both Lawrence "Zane Grey Theatre,"
There- wit* be some new filmed'
"PriWelk entries, "Circus Time," the sreuke" "G. .E. _Theatre,"
Sil- replacements - "The W e
Mike Wallace and Ted Mack vate Secretary," -The.Phil
Allen," "Meet McGraw" and "George
programs and -Ozark Jubillee" vers Show," "Burns and
Show", Sanders Myster Theatre" a n d
on ABC-TV. On NBC-TV-"Ar- "The Bob Cumming
and "Adventure Theatre" on NBC-thur Murray Party," Nat Cele .."Sgt__Prest,m et the Yek_On"
TV.
Presents."
and "Wide Wide World." On "Alfred Hitchcock
CBS will unveil -Richard Diamond." "SRO Playhouse" and
Rossi*
An•wer to Yesterday's
"Those Whiting Girls."

By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK it -This looks
most attractive purctiase on this . 1949 SHULTZ house trailer. Call Workman.
For Magistrate, Concord Dis- like a dandy summer to pack
or 1211 or see at 1310
,
'
fine Spinet Piano. Write before 2314
M170 trict: Otis H. Bucy; Noel Warren; your TV set in mothballs.
we send truck- Credit Mgr., West Main.
L. C Byerly.
Joplin Pimp --Co.; P. 0. Box:/184,
TV programming hits the skids
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom brick
For Magistrate, Liberty DisM20C
Paducah, Ky.
starting next month with many
house, garage, 'utility room atNOTICE
trict: Almon Willoughby; H. C.
live shows dropping off and
tached. Large shady lot on paved EXTRA NICE new three bed"Hamp" Ellis.
street. Beautiful birch cabinets. room brick- on. Waldrop Drive,.
- For Magistrate, Wadesboro Dis- .mosl filmed shows switching to
:re-runs. What the trade calls
,11(0 owners equity and assume large living room nice kitchen Murray Marble & Granite Works,.1 trict: Max Parrish.
"summer replacements" - a
2% FHA loan, save closing with built in range, utility, 11/2
/
'41
For Magistrate, Hazel District:
of fine memorials for
builders
euphemism for programs too uncost. 604 Vine St. Phone 1343-W. baths, Mee shady lot, car port
Pool.
Roy
sturdy for regular season show• Ml6P with large storage room in rear over half century. Porter White,
For City Judge: William H.
hI27C
121.
Phone
Manager.
ing-will fill in.
a real buy for a quick sale. I
"Jake" Dunn; Bob McCuiston.
NEW 3 bedroom brick house on Baucum Real Estate Agency, call
FREE ESTIMATES on awnings
There are a few items of hot
nice tot, new subdivisiod, large
48 or Hoyt Roberts 1447 or. Bill
and venetian blinds. Call 1310.
weather interest. Vic Damone
Jiving room, fire placr, kitchen.
Hale 453.
--!...'""" Stroud Utenalstry Shop
will -stand, in,las- Arthee_ Godfrey•on the redhead's Wednesday
2 baths, just HAIL INSURANCE; plus fire,
/
utility, room, 11
south of Sycamore. If interested on your tobacco. Protect your SINGER SEWING MacLii-e rep- MODERN 8 ROOM house, near CBS-TV night hour and Julius
in a nice, home at a reasonaple crop before hail strikes. With resentative in Muray. For sales, C011egte. Available June 1. Mrs. La Rosa will lean in for NBC2 S. service and repair. Contact Mr. Bob McCuiston, 503 Olive. Call TV's Perry Como.
/
ettke see this one. Baucum Real Galloway Ins. Agency, 1161
MlOC
Estate Agency, call 48 or Hoyt 5th St., Murray, Ky. Phone 1062. A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ex. Phone 33.
Fred Waring will substitute
—•••- —
M24C
Roberts 1447 or Bill Hale 453.
M18C 2250-J.
Home 151-M.
briefly for Garry Moore on his
M18C
LOOK! Free instaltion on all UNFURNISHED garage apart- CBS-TV
and
morning show
USED, cheap lawn mowers, $3.50
Available June 1. 301 N.
evangelist Billy Graham will
FULL STOCK Red Durue sow up Power mowers good and Alum awnings fur limiged time, ment.
MI8C
PlEth.
any
size. 10 Alum Windows, I
with -nine pigs. Coy Haneline, cheap. Rotor tiller tractor. Bilstep into a Sunday night hoer on
door, $199 insta:led. Hume ComABC-TV for at least four weeks.
Route 1, Murray, Ky.
M16P breys. Phone 886.
M17C
fort Co., 18th & Main street.
Wonted! An Emoet
J15C
SPI'NET
NBC is talking about a live
PIANO.
Responsible USED Tractor Tires. 3-9x24; Phone 1303.
party in this area "an arrange 2-10x28. New Tires on sale.
variety show for Tennessee Ernie
M17C POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENT YARDS TO MOW. Have power Ford this summer, but hasn't
Bilbrey's. Phone 886.
--mower. Experienced. Call Frark setlied on an emcee yet. And
The Ledger and Times is auth- Bus. Opportunities
PICKUP TRUCKS. 1946, 1949,
Rickman, phone 1965, after 3:30 NBC-TV also is plotting three
to
1946
orized
the
announce
following
one
also
TFC spectaculars in the Silt Caesar
1951 Chevrolets,
p.m. Work permanent.
Chevy, big transmission. Lamp- persons as candidates in the
Saturday night sair-for three
•
May
28,
Democratic
Primary,
519.
Phone
kins Motor Sales.
beginning June
EXPERIENCED service station successive weeks
M17C 1957:
FOR
attendant. Married man preferFor clerk of tne Court of Apred. Call 1912-W after 7:00 pm.
1950 VAC CASE tractor and peals: Doris Owens.
Want a bur.iness of your own?
M17P
equipment, A-1 condition, pracA very small investment will
For
Owen
State
Repn_sentative:
tically new tires. Call 570-M,
qualify you to take over a
Charlie
Billington;
Lassiter.
M18C
see at 805 Story Ave.
new modern D-X Service StaFor Circpit Judge: H. H. Lovett.
tion which has an unusual
For Circuit Court Clerk: Mary
STRAWBERRIES $5 per crate or
,ffer for you: We hare 3000
pick your own and furnish own Russell Williams; James H. BlaD-X Credit ,Cards in our posVirgie And' Joe Rayburn te
containers, two quarts for 25t lock.
session which have been apBed H. and Levis Manning, 45
D.
For County Judge: Dewey
Friday and Sattudey. Lakeway
proved and are ready to be
acres.
Farm, Faxon Community. Phone Crass; Garland Neale; Waylon
distributed to the people of
M17C Rayburn; Leon Hale.
1050 or ID-6-3431.
Murray and Calloway County.
For County Go'irt Clerk: RaitThese cards will be presented
237 ACRE FARM with modern dall . B. Pattersoii; liefton - C.
to the Jperator of this new
We wish to thank each and
house, new stock barn, 30x60 Garner.
D-X service station located
For Slalriff: WoodroW Ritt- every one, who has helped us in
with 14 foot shed, good tobacco
at 4th & Pine. No other combarn, 96 acres Clarks River bot- man; Cohen Stubblefield; • Hard any way, sharing our loss of our
pany can match this suffer.
tom, 56 acre corn base, 1 acre Speight; Trellis Bogges; A. A. home and posessions by fire
Call or write.
e
April 27th.
tobacco base, can be bought with "Red" Doherty.
C. W. Parrish or T. P. Lay
We want to thank the churches
For Janeiro, WIt in;
one-third down balance 5 per
•
Naruaey; for their contribution and to
D -X Sunray Oil Co.
cent interest, easy terms. A real Seth Cooper; Bryan
Murray, Ky.
buy in a good farm. Baucum Clyde Steele; Lee Carraway; each one who has been so nice
to us. We say thank you from'
1712-W Res.
Ph. 2373 Off.
-.geney, call 48 or Luther Suggs; Ed Burkeen.
.e .
Real Esta.
For Magistrate, Murray Dis- the bottom of our hearts.
ml6c 'Hoyt Roberts 1447 or Bill Hale
The Thomas Nesbitt's
M18C tr:ct: K. B. McCuiston; H. M.
I 453.•
•

FOR SALE
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FOR RENT

I

Wanted

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

9-Skiii
mountain crest
IS-Before

13-Rugged

14-Born
115-Dowel
16-Sour liquid
18-Followed
20-CothrounAtts
21-Wooden pin
23-Be mistaken
21-Analyse, as
sentence
is--1 44.lare
27-Toothed wheels
'29-1nter

2-Exist

25

-sr"
30

I"

Land Transfers

I

zrot

Rae Foley's now mystery novel

•
NEWARK, N. J. RP — Frank
_A parts, Lila!

•••8•31a•
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murder, next time they question his throat, -1 missed you a lot.
CHAPTlat 15
I "No one would have thought so
tell them-"
FTER DINNER. Kr. Potter me.
There was a sharp crackling last year. You left the sonag.
strolled up and down the verfell back and came up here to the Inn to
and, with a cigarette, waiting slap, a cry. and Hazel
make an impression on That Girl.
for the others to settle dwn for against the sink.
Half killed yourself riding norm,"Bert!"
the evening. When tie went into
He opened the door and lurched back because that's what Min
the inn at last and walked quietly upstairs. Deming had corralled out, crashing It behind him. The@ liked."
"I know," he said so humbly
Mrs. Riddle, Nora and Finn into he staggered across the perking
a bridge game; Frank Deming lot to a station wagon. in a that he disarmed her. "I don't
had tentatively suggested chess moment the lights came on and understand what got Into me,
Bert Esther. Honestly.
From the
to Stuart and they were setting with a grinding of gears
time we met I knew you were
out the pieces. Tom Jones was drove out to the highway.
from
Mr. Potter moved away
the girl for me." As she made
flipping the pages of a magazine.
he an attempt to move away, tie
Ev,r: • •ng was under control. the tree trunk against which
a
took
dark,
the
in
standing
was
tightened his arm. "Only she
NI
•
moving silently, betr^h for the missing step toward the kitchen door, was-1 can't make out what happened to me."
• and halted.
of Candy.
A couple passed him, strolling
Garry laughed harshly. -Any
.ted With the big front
down to the lake. As the light
room which was Nora s, and from the kitchen door fell on woman could. She was just a,
man trap and you fell Into it."
went through it swiftly, then
them Mr. Potter recognized the
"No." His tone was quiet but
searched the adjoining room nurse and the druggist.
something in it silenced her. -No
which belonged to the nurse.
He waited until they had setHe tried the Deming rooms tled themselves on a bench on woman would understand in the
next-Dem mg's neat and char- the beach, their heads close to- least. She wasn't a man trap.
acterless; Frank's untidy, with gether, their voices murmuring She was a man a dream. I can't
fishing rods, riding boots. tennis The kitchen light was shut off explain it."
"If you ask me, e-/ery man
rackets scattered around, and and Hazel came out, locked the
pin-ups on the wall. The tutors door and walked toward the An- around here fell for-her."
"Probably." he said. -She got
morn WW1 beyond. This WO" as nex. Then, using his flashlight
neat as Deming's. As he went cautiously, he found the basement into your blood, some way. But
talk
checkcloset,
through the clothes
door. It was unlocked: he eased I didn't come bark here to
ing pockets. Mr. Potter was in- It open and went noiselessly about Candy." His voice was
harsh. "She's dead. She's the
terest«i to see that Jones' ward- down the steps.
"I
robe was extensive and made by
The place smelled damp and past." He steadied himself.
an excellent tailor. He had dux- musty. There were an oil burn- came to talk about you, about
urlous tastes for a tutor:" An er, oil tanks, a cord of wood, and us. I wanted you to marry me
attache rase was loc.ked and de- half a dozen high wire trash a year ago. I want you to marry
fied his efforts to open it.
baskets. He got to work method- me now."
There was a long silence. At
In the hall once more, 10fr. Pot- ically, tipping the latter on the
ter paused to listen for a moment. floor one at a time and examin- length she said, "You've still got
he
that girl in your blood, whether
He heard Deming say, -Three ing every scrap of paper before
hearts." Stuart Young laughed. put It back. The torn envelope you -know at or not. She's what
They were still under control He addressed to Miss Nora Pendle- you dream of. What would I be,
stood whistling soundlessly to ton was in the second basket. just a cook ang housekeeper to
himself. Presumably the Hugers He nearly missed the photograph come home to?"
"We've got to forget Candy,"
were in the kitchen but where of Candy, which was in a brown
paper shopping bag, the card- he said heavily. "I'm awfully fond
was he enigmatic nurse?
small fragments of you. There's no one I'd rather
He went downstairs again and board cut into
marry. It's not Just a cook and
outside. The kitchen windows not more than an inch long.
At length tfb fitted in the last housekeeper I want." He groped
were lighted. Standing in the
"Could you consider
shadow, he heard Hazel Huger piece and looked down at the for words.
fare of Candy Kendrick. it, Esther? Do you like me a
say sharply, "Bert: Don't take laughing
Slowly he straightened up, and little?"
anottier drink."
"Yes." she said dully, "I like
"For God's sake, can't you let then, with lightning mviftness, he
flashlight, pinpoinUng you a lot. I always have. And
the
moved
minutes?
five
for
alone
man
a
behind an I suppose I'll marry you."
Why any man is fool enough to the man who crouched
He turned her head toward
marry-yackety yackety yak all oil tank.
"Is this," he said to the tutor him, bent forward to kiss her.
the time. If it isn't 'Why don't
"And all our livea's she said,
you were looking
""seyou get to work?' it's 'Why don't politely, "what
her voice breaking, "we'll reyeiu stop drinking?' or 'Keep for, Mr. Jones?"
• •
•
member Candy." Her face was
away from Lucy Mudry.' I never
have been a corn- against his chest and her body
must
"You
here."
around
peace
any
get
with her sobs,
"I'll take a lot," Hazel said, fort to Miss "Pendleton," Doc Ives shook
In the darkness his eyes opened
He slipped his arm
-I have taken 8. lot But I'm was saying.
wide. "Bow much do you know,
warning you, Bert. Let that wait- around Garry's shoulders. "You'd
Esther?"
be a comfort to anyone."
ress alone."
"I thought we were going to
There wae a curious rigidity
"You let me alone."
her."
forget
nurse,
the
about
people
give
"It's not smart to
"How much do yon Mem?" l••
-They're going to re-open the
iderm." his wife went on. "You
continued Ives. -I suppose repeated.
get them to thinking you're a case,"
She told him.
ct.aser and they're going to start you've heard."
"Let's not talk about it," Gare.anderIng • ,just how well you
Death strikes again silow fe
sharply.
knew Candy Kendrick. So help ry said
Ilfr Tor
"I'd rather talk about you, any-j Nora. Contlnite -Ran
me. If you, get nut of line just
16, Lf.e.. ' •
Chapter
We,"
it
darine4y,--.-A4w,l
said
he
how."
the
police
once more I'll tell the
and me. Esther," he cleared, morrow,
truth about yOur alibi for that you

A

he employs a manager to Once,
the $50 to $100-a-day that 11(
receives while playing an accordion en Newark streets. The
judge fined Gonzales a bad day's
pay -- $50 - and ordered hen
to leave town.
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va rg,43

3-Backed down
tailing)
4-Short jacket
6-Feeling
6-Hold -In
reverence
I-Dry
9— W ri tin g
implement
9—Ire
10—Peruses
11—Brier
17—W1pee out
1S—Egged ou
25—Cushion
23-tlirl's name
24-In favor of
26-Most impolite
28-Part of church
/
30—I"'0,1 chewed
over again
32-Browned
33-S14k
34-Pa,s between
peaks
34-Eat-aped
38-AdhesIve
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Among 15 Killed

BIG, MUSICAL PRODUCTION

Illauu
POO
000MRE

DOWN

verse
36-.-Faits

F. A
ADE
a r

poem
WRIMUM4
OCIR
WAUE104

St-Peronistas-to

LEASE

'

A.N:
CGEE

3: -Performed
alone
38-Heaped
41-Meadow
43-Everyon•
44-Fruit drinks
46-Worries
47-Struck
(colloq.)
43-Satiefles
62-Number
63-Devoured
64,-Ocvurrence
f
65-Worm
66-Spread far
drying
67-Man's
nickname

ACROSS
1-Ft•It.aie horses
6-1:n0c k

3,

••••.•mart from 4••••••••••

away
time
40—Rests against
42—Item of
property
4..-Feast"
46-Roof 4,11$e
45-Make lace
30-41otil
51-Pigpen

MURRAY

4ORIIVA-IN theatre
4, dv••••

6:30
7:20

Open
Start

LAST TIMES TONITE
* FIRST RUN

mURRAN%W
ree.wneent....

RUTH
"A.
VONE•

ROMAN

1-SCOBEN ECIFR
Rebid
ars
\owrik •\T
w.C13
•
MEMOMMINIMIIIME=MMIO

FRI.-SAT. MAY 17-18
-- TWO THRILLERS —
HE FOI HT FIRE
WITH FAITH!

ELECT

Woodrow Rickman.
SHERIFF
Calloway County

DRIVER of the road race car
which cracked up with 15
fatalities in Italy was Alfonso
de Portago (above), 28-yearold millionaire Spanish nobleman. 13e-Poriago, hilt eo=drtver,Eddie Nelson of Beloit, Wis.,
and five children were among
those killed. Attress Linda
Christian had given him a good
luck kiss at start of the an(/n tcrn.ationel)'
nual race.

'-:'140iosskSc^
4042 let i4LUAL • to

Democratic Primary

HEY, ALL YOU NITE

May 28, 1957

OWLS
See Our Horific Late

First Place on the Ballot

Show Sat., 11:30 p.m.
"KILLER APE"

YOUR VOTE WILL BE APPRECIATED

by Ernie Bushmillez

NANCY r

IF YOU CAN
THROW A
CURVE I'LL
BUY YOU A

SODA

11114
5.5 s t 31. OS. -

•••• mow.'

be itaeburs Van Mires
BBIE an' SLATS
A-

WE SURE WILL, SISTErc --

°THIS OUGHT To BRING A
SICKLY GRIN TO ',CUR.
FACE - ROCKY AND I ARE

WE SURE WILL::

STUDENTS IN
GOOD STANDING
AGAIN

4
.
s•••V • sr or - 35.444.4.
c••• 13,714\3.W 1•••••• 54/44•.

by Al CsIPIP
LIL' ABNFIt

EXTRA!!

•

11.

.1(IJILII-4-4.-m-.4)

LIZARD OF OOZE NO FAKE!!
This newspaper.
doubting the wild rumors
(spreaci by storiesin this
newspaper')that an enor-

WE'VE FOIJND
PRINTS OF
ENORMOOS
FEET IN THIS
AREA. HAVE
YOU SEEN A
MONSTER
AROUND?

NO,SUH -AN'
WHILE WE IS
ON TH SuBJEC
0'ENORMOUS
FEET; HAS'YO'
SEEN MAH
CHILE,TINN/,
ARGUN'

INN GONE.THREE
WEEKS. SEEMS
LIKE HE WERE
SWALLOWED

mous, zard-IiKe creature
was actuallil Seen emerginQ from the ooze of
IATce Eerie.Gent its ace
photographer after
proof.

With reluctance,
distaste and horror;
we are now forced to
admit the storg is true.
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PACE EIGHT

.e"

Seek To...
(Continued from Page One)
Warrants Prepared
The Kentucky warrants were
prepared by Robert Miller, Calloway County attorney. He said
the procedure would be for Governor Chandler to refer the papers to Governor Clement and
for the Tennessee governor to
execute warrants for the arrest
of Williams and Waddey. The
Kentucky charge upon -Convic-lion carries a penalty of 1 to 21
_years in prisdn.
Sheriff Cartwright said any
such warrants forwarded to hint
would be honored and the bonds--men placed under arrest. If arrested, they would have the
choice of waiving extraditiarC
and retui ning to Kentucky to
face the charges or of fighting
extraditon. In the event they
should resist extradition, it would
be up to Clement ti:.• decide
whether or not to turn them
over to Kentucky authorities..
The Davidson sheriff said he
Waddey's commission
,reviAed
flier learning of the events alleged to have occurred in Mur-

P,tite
JOHNSON'S Gaiumwe
fl

Breakfast
"1 was eating breakfast." Cole
told newsmen, "when someone
knocked on the door of my
apartment. My 15-year-old son
(James I went to the door. He
tame back and told...10,e some
men wanted to see me.
"I went to the dot- and when
.asked my name, said it was
'Cole.' Waddey reached out and
grabbed me and said. 'come with
nte.' When he did 0- st I jerked
back 'and he hit me in the back
of the head with a gun. See. y•
can feel the bump still the:.
And that's blood on the back
my shirt from the Wow. T, •
Ilek dazed me and they Put
in the car. All I had time to
was yell for my wife to call the
sheriff.
"After they got me in the car
they put handcuffs on me." Cole
continued. "and when we w.•r'
through town by the 'police d.•partment Waddey held me around the neck with one hand
over my mouth so I wouldn't
call out for help. When we left
town they went in a roundabout
way using old roads. I guess they
knew the sheriff would be looking for them.
Went by Campbell
"On the way back they went
by Fort Campbell trying to find
d soldier who had jumped bail,
but they didn't get him. But
whirein"X-entuary They-tought a
bottle of whisky and both of
them took a drink—here they
were doing what I had been
arrested for doing in Tennessee.
They offered me a drink and I
took it. I didn't have anything
else to do."
Cole insisted that if they had
given him the opportunity he
eottict have raised money to pay
the fine.
"But they just grabbed me and
took off," he said. "they wouldn't
let me do anything. I need to be
out of here. My wife and three
children are there, and I would
like to be out working. 1„make
pretty good money, but it takes
it all to live and there is no
support for thcm as long 'as I'm
in here."
Tri•I Haul Seen Set
Criminal court records showed
his trial has not been set.
Cole said he was arrested in
January after being stopped in a
road block . on ..the Nolensville
road.
"The officer asked me if I had
had anything to drink." he said,
"and I. had just stopped at a
restaurant and had gotten a
hamburger and a bottle of beer.
I got a bottle to take with me,
too. I told the officer I had had
one beer and was drinking on
another. I was arrested."
Cole said he was driving a
1946 model truck and was pulling a trailer behind it. He said
he was en /route to his home
from Huntsville. Ake, at the
time of the arrest.
Left Truck Here
- "I left my truck here aud
gave the bondsmen $25 for posting my bail" he said. "They told
me there would be no storage
....„.0.416„. the teuck. My trial was set
for three weeks later and I came
here on the wrong day. I found
out charges nad accumulated for
storage of the truck and the
total was more than the truck
was worth. I decided if that Wa5
the way they were going to do
me I'Vhitildn't come back."
Cole said his family was trying to raise some money alid
that ne might plead guilty to
get out of jail as quickly as possible.
Asked what he thought of the
charges lodged against the bonds
:
men, Cole replied:
"I ain't no prosecutor.
just
want to get out of here, go home
and get back to work."
lie said he had been in jail in
Murray for drunkenness at one
time.
11911
Calloway attor..ey Robert Muler said heLsi.id rilet condone bail,
jumping.
"Cole should have reported for
trial." the attorney said, "but the
ta/ay he was taken Tuesday was
not legal or proper."
The bondsmen said yesterday
they had no comment
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the Spectacular array of
Yep, it's easy to say a "Mouthful" about
shopping, be sure to
When
Swift's Fine Foods available in ow stores.
who can make up
see
and
family
pick up entry blanks for your entire
-filled contest. It's so easy to win
the most laughable entry to this fun
fact that your budget wins
—10,001 winners! And let's not forget the
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"The Dream
Chicken That
Came True"

Tender
Flavorful
Juicy
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89c
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